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**Haiku Contest Rules**

Applications:
- One entry per child (either typed or handwritten) on the theme of “Sports”.
- Applicants must be the age of 15 and under on February 29, 2020.
- The haiku must be accompanied by hand-drawn or hand-crafted artwork on the same page, using A4-sized paper (21cm x 29.7cm) or letter-sized paper (8.5in x 11in).
- Glue the application form on the back of the work.

Composition:
- Any form of artwork (except photographs or digital images) can be submitted.
- Every entry must be the original and unpublished work of the child himself/herself.
- Assistance by others (parents, other adults, siblings, or other children) is prohibited.
- The haiku must be presented in three short lines.
- All rights (for compositions and artwork) will be reserved by JAL Foundation.

Contest Results:
- Contest results will be announced on the JAL Foundation website in June, 2020.
- Haiku By World Children, Volume.16 will be shown in the entertainment program on Boeing 787 international Japan Airlines flights.

Submit Haiku entries to:
Japan Airlines Co., Ltd. (Singapore Branch)
16th World Children’s Haiku Contest
Unit 04-48, Passenger Terminal 1
Singapore Changi Airport
Singapore 819642

For general inquiries:
Tel: 6220 2016
Email: sin_haiku@ml.jal.com

Entries and More information:
For more details, please visit
http://www.jal-foundation.or.jp/contest-e.html

---

How to Make HAIKU

---

By submitting entries, participants agree to the following:
- JAL Foundation will use the personal information collected upon entry of the Haiku Contest for the purpose of organizing the contest, informing the winner and other activities related to the Haiku contest.
- Winning Haiku will become publicly announced with the author’s name, age and country/region.
- All rights of entry/ poem and artwork will be reserved by JAL Foundation.

---

Best haiku from around the world will be published in the contest anthology, Haiku By World Children, Volume 16.

Closing date for entries
February 29, 2020

---
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